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Introduction
Desktop DVD Authoring opens up the world of DVD at your desktop—for playing
movies, archiving data, and authoring video productions. Whether for business
presentations or family events, the new medium of DVD offers an exciting new
way to create and distribute video material as high-quality interactive presentations.
Just as the use of CDs for creating personalized music has exploded in the past
decade, DVDs are now becoming available for desktop video authoring. This is the
next revolution in personal computers, with full-quality digital video and DVD on
the desktop.
With a DVD-ROM drive on your computer, you can watch movies on DVD, and
explore them to find hidden special features. With a DVD recordable drive, you
can use DVD as a bigger and faster CD to store more data and larger files. But
most of all, you now can author video productions to DVD.
With this book, you can easily create and share great-looking productions on
DVD and even CD, with real, full-quality digital video and audio, complete with
professional-style menus. Even better, the DVD discs that you burn at your desktop can be played almost anywhere—not only on computer DVD drives but also
on consumer set-top DVD players.
But what about all the different DVD formats? And what are all these different DVD
products: consumer and computer, players and recorders? How might DVD make
sense for you, for your particular needs? This book will answer these questions by
helping you make sense of DVD—discs and formats, consumer and computer products, computer systems and peripherals, for playback and authoring, across both the
Windows and Macintosh platforms.
This book takes a broad approach because there is no single answer with DVDs. This
book shows you the range of possibilities for desktop DVD authoring, whether you
are starting out by just transferring some videotapes to DVD as easily and simply as
possible, or stepping up to designing your own interactive presentations.
Desktop DVD Authoring introduces a wide range of DVD authoring tools, for both
Windows and Macintosh, progressing from personal applications to more professional tools. It explains the different categories of tools, and shows how to use the
tools step-by-step, highlighting differences and special features. Appendix D, “DVD
Authoring Software Gallery,” at the end of the book then provides a visual
overview of a wide range of available tools for DVD authoring and video editing.
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You even can try out the software applications used in the book and work along
with the text by downloading trial versions of these products from the company
web sites listed in Appendix B, “DVD References.”

From CD to DVD
The tremendous interest in CDs for digital audio was of course driven by the
enjoyment of music, but it was enabled by technology, standards, and declining
prices. As computers became faster, and CD-ROM playback drives became standard equipment, it became feasible to record or rip music from a CD to your hard
disk. With growing hard disk capacity and the standardization of the MP3 audio
compression format to squeeze down the file sizes, it became quite reasonable to
store your music collection on disk for convenient playback. But the final breakthrough was the growing availability of CD-R/RW drives and the decline in CD
media prices to under $1, making it possible for you to burn your own music
mixes to take along with you.
And now, the same excitement is being repeated with DVD and digital video. In
the first two years of the new millennium, DVD-ROM drives have become common equipment on personal computers as processor performance has increased
so much that you can play DVD movies on your computer, at full rate and fullscreen resolution, along with surround-sound audio. Meanwhile, the growth of
digital DV camcorders and adoption of the FireWire/IEEE 1394 interface has
brought full-quality digital video to the desktop, so you can capture, edit, and
record video with no compromises.
Which brings us to the last component: DVD recording. Just as with CDs, DVD
recording drives and recordable media are moving down the price reduction curve
as manufacturing volumes ramp up. The year 2001 saw the introduction of bundled desktop computer systems; external DVD burner drives; and lower-cost,
general-purpose DVD media, all supported by a wide range of DVD authoring
tools. And as DVD burners fall under $500, and recordable DVD discs fall to
around $1, the last cost barriers to DVD are being swept away.

xix
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Who Should Use This Book?
Desktop DVD Authoring is for anyone who has some interest and experience with
working with video on computers, particularly digital video, and is interested in the
possibilities for using DVD to create, share, and archive video material. You may
already have some experience using photo-, audio-, or video-editing tools; and
with playing and burning CDs. And now you would like to explore DVD authoring.
If you are just starting out with video on computers, you can use this book to
learn how to use the “automated” DVD tools to quickly transfer video to DVD
with a minimum of fuss, complete with professional-looking titles and backgrounds. And even if you do not have a DVD recordable drive, you can use this
book to create and share DVD productions on CD.
If you want to make an interactive production, this book will show you how to
use the personal DVD authoring tools, organize your clips into nested menus, and
provide more customization of the menus and navigation.
And to create more complete productions, this book demonstrates the professional
DVD authoring tools, with advanced DVD features, such as multiple video, audio,
and subtitle tracks.
With this book, you can make sense of all the different options for DVD, and pick
the right solution for your needs. If a simpler personal tool does what you need
for the moment, then you can start out quickly and inexpensively. And even if you
need the features in a more professional tool, you still may find it handy to use a
more automated tool to quickly transfer some video with a minimum of fuss.

How to Use This Book
This book is organized into six parts, covering DVD consumer products and
formats; DVD on computers; and three parts on DVD authoring tools, from
automated to personal to professional. (The final part is a set of references for
your use.) Trial versions of many of the software applications used in this book
are available for downloading. See the author’s web site www.manifest-tech.com.
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For help in getting started with DVD, start with Chapter 1, “Making Sense of DVD,”
for a quick summary of the different aspects of DVD; and see Chapter 2, “Consumer
DVD Players: DVD Video and Audio,” for an overview of DVD on the set-top for
movies and music. Then see the second half of Part I to find out about recording to
DVD for consumer products and on Macintosh and Windows computers.
Use Part II to learn how to play back DVD movies on your computers, and to
explore how DVD discs are organized when they are authored.
Then see Parts III through V to dive in to authoring your own DVDs. By understanding the different types of tools, and exploring how they are designed, you can
decide which tools are best for you. And by working along with the book, you can
create your own first DVD productions, or step up to a more advanced tool to
create more customized DVD designs.
Part I, “Understanding DVD: Consumer and Computer,” introduces you to the
broad dimensions of DVD, as it was designed as a convergence medium that
spanned Hollywood movies to computer data storage. It explores DVD formats
for different types of content, video and audio, and the competing disc formats for
recordable media. It then discusses how this wide range of DVD applications and
formats is being used in both consumer and computer products.
Part II, “Exploring DVDs on Your Computer,” shows how to take advantage of a
computer DVD-ROM drive to play movies on DVD, using popular Macintosh and
Windows DVD player software. On your computer, you can go beyond the frontpanel control of a set-top DVD player to examine and understand the contents of a
DVD movie, and find the “hidden” extra features on the disc. This part also discusses
web DVD movies, with both DVD video and computer and Internet applications.
Part III, “Automated DVD Authoring,” shows you how to jump right in to creating
simple DVD productions, and record them on a DVD recordable drive or even on
a CD. It walks you step-by-step through selecting a collection of clips or even
recording directly from a tape, automatically generating DVD menus with thumbnails of your clips, and then burning the result to a disc. These are quick one-stop
tools; just pick the clips, burn, and play them back.

xxi
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Part IV, “Personal DVD Authoring,” introduces DVD tools that provide more flexibility customizing the design of your production. It shows you how to use these
tools for importing media clips, laying out menus, linking menus and clips, changing
the graphical design, and then creating a DVD recording. These applications assume
that you have already edited your video content, whether one long production or a
collection of clips, and now are ready to design a DVD production for them.
Part V, “Professional DVD Authoring,” opens the full potential of DVD with more
advanced authoring tools. These applications let you create multiple video, audio,
and subtitle tracks, give precise control over interactive graphics effects, and provide access to DVD scripting and programming. They also support advanced DVD
features, such as encryption, region coding, widescreen, and Dolby Digital audio.
Finally, Appendix A provides a technical summary of DVD formats for content
and discs.
Appendix B provides a list of references and web links to more information,
including DVD information and hardware and software products.
Appendix C is an extensive Glossary of terms and concepts used in DVD authoring
and video and audio editing.
Appendix D is a DVD Authoring Software Gallery that provides a visual overview of
these and other tools for DVD authoring and video editing.

